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1. EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN: REPORT OK THE IMPLEMENTATION OF RESOLUTION WHA7.33, 
IKCLUDLiG THE REPORT OF SUB-COMMITTEE "A": Item 6

#
5 of the Agenda 

(Resolutions ША7-33 and ША.8.23; Documents EB17/22, EB17/23
1

and EB17/23 Add.ll) 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL said that in document E317/23
1

 he had presented a report on 

the implementation of resolution ЩА7.33. As could be seen on pages 1 and 2 of the 

document^ the result of the correspondence on the subject and the suggestions made by 

the Director-General had been a meeting of Sub-Committee A in Beirut from 27 to 

3 0 September 1955• No meeting of Sub-Coiranittee В had taken place. He believed the 

information in the document gave a clear summary of the action taken and in conjunction 

with document ЕВ17/ 23 Add .I?' provided the Board -with all necessary information on the 

subject. 

He dre似 attention to the relevant resolutions adopted on the subject^ which were: 

EB9.R19, ША5.45, EB11.R8, ШАб.47, E313.H45, WHA7.33, EB15.R29, and ША3.23. Of thos
? 

the most important were resolutions MIA7.33 and WHA8
#
23. 

There being no comments, the CHAIRMAN read the following draft of a proposed 

resolution on the subject: 

The Executive Board 

1. NOTES the report of the Dir ̂c t cr- Gene ra 1 on the implementation of、 

resolution ША7.33 of the Seventh "World Health Assembly ； 

2. TRANSMITS this report to the Ninth World Health Assembly for such 

action as it may deem advisable. 

Decision: The proposed resolution was adopted (see resolution EB17.R9)« 

1
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Dr SHOUSEA.^ Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean^ said he would like, 

before introducing the report of Sub-Committee A, to make a short stateinent on 

activities in the Eastern Mediterranean Region in 1955. That year had been an active 

one and a number of long—term projects of fundamental iirportance had been put into 

operation. The most important were the regional nursing college, the travelling 

seminar for senior public health administrators, the course for junior sanitarians 

and the meat hygiene seminar• He also mentioned the appointment of a visiting 

professor in sanitaiy engineering at the University of Alexandria. 

The grant of additional Technical Assistance funds in May 1955 had to some extent 

mitigated the effects of the previous cut. On 30 November 1955 there had been 79 

field projects in operation, the highest number in the history of the Region, It was 

difficult to utilize funds which had only been made available in May， since both . 

recruitment of staff and procurement of supplies usually required at least six months, 

but the additional funds had been of considerable use for preliminary surveys for 

1956 projects. 

The travelling public health seminar which he had mentioned, was quite different 

in nature from static seminars. Members had visited Egypt and the Sudan and had 

studied the problems facing those countries and. the methods being adopted to meet them» 

In. the case of Egrpt, they had studied the community development programme and visited 

the demonstration area, which was a joint Government/WHO project^ and had also 

considered, the problem of training auxiliary personnel. In the Sudan they had 

inspected the Gezira project. The programme had been highly successful and it was 

planned to follow it up by visits to Iraq and 工 r a n in two years
1

 time. 



The meat hygiene seminar had been attended by 39 participants from the Region 

and a recommendation had been made that similar seminars should be organized in 

future for other food products, particularly milk. Planning meetings had also 

been held for seminars to be held the following year on sanitary engineering and 

on the organization and development of maternal and child health services. 

He referred to the increasing interest in the development of nursing, which 

had been the subject for technical discussion at the Regional Committee meeting. 

Four countries had included nurses as advisers at the meeting and the discussion 

had shown evidence of careful consultation with representatives of the nursing 

profession. 

Finally, there was increasing awareness of the necessity of improving 

general public health administration. More emphasis was being placed on long-term 

planning and a number of countries were experimenting with a view to the develop-

ment of a more or less decentralized provincial health service, aided by the 

example of the Calioub demonstration area. The Calioub demonstration area was 

now a firmly established project. A. rural community unit had been in operation 

for six months, providing services for agricultural workers, including nutrition, 

education, health and social welfare^ from one centre. The Organization was 

concerned with the development of the health component. Prior to its opening 

staff had been intensively trained for work in the centre and careful studies were 

being made concerning the services to be rendered by such a centre, the optimum 

population to be served, the staff required and their training and the operating 

costs. Calioub now offered training facilities in rural health practices to a 

variety of health workers. 



, . : "、： EB17/Min/l2 Rev^l 

It had been possible during the year to strongthen the technical staff at 

the Regional Office, 

Introducing the report of Sub-Committee A (document EB17/22) he said the Sub-

Committee had met in September 1955, with 14 participants. The report consisted 

of four parts. The first dealt with the annual report of the Regional Director. 

Two main points had emerged from discussion of that part: the first was that more 

stress should be given to broad environmental sanitation programmes and services 

for the health education of the public and the second that the need for the., develop-

ment of school health services should be stressed,, Interest had also been expressed 

in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. In connexion with Part 工工 there had been a 

special discussion on environmental sanitation. Emphasis had been laid on the 

necessity of developing sanitation at all levels, the necessity of giving the people 

a personal interest in sanitation programmes and the need for more trained personnel. 

In a subsequent resolution the Sub-Committee had endorsed the four principal steps 

essential to the success of a sanitation programme and had recommended that 

governments give due prominence to sanitation projects when formulating requests 

for international assistance. It should also be noted that the representative of 

Iran had requested the Regional Director to arrange for a training course for water 

plant technicians, 

.The second question which had been discussed in detail was the malaria 

eradication programme. The eminent malariologist, Dr Paul Russell, had attended 

the discussion and, on thé basis of his visit to Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Iran, 

had stated his firm conviction that it was possible to plan for total eradication 

of malaria over a five-year period. It was agreed that the problem must be approached 



not only as an inter-country but also as an inter-regional pro ject and a combined 

conference on the subject would be held at Athens in June with representatives of 

the European region» During the discussion the UNICEF representative had confirmed 

the Fundus great interest in soundly planned malaria eradication programmes. It 

was considered that in addition to the four countries mentioned eradication was also 

technically possible in Jordan and Israel within a similar period- One country in 

the region, .-Cyprus, had already succeeded in eradicating malaria. He was glad to 

infbrm the Board that the Syrian Government, UNICEF and WHO had now concurred on 

the text of the draft agreement for a five-year eradication programme in which tfe 
\ 

Government pledged itself to ensure that funds were available throughout the peripd, 

and similar discussions were under way with the Government of Iraq, It was con-

sidered that further surveys and exploratory work were necessary in the African 

territories of the Region and the countries of the Arabian peninsula before 

eradication programmes could be planned. 

With regard to Part 工 工 工 ， t h e Sub-Committee had considered the proposed budget 

for 1957» In that connexion he referred members to his statement reported on 

pages 79-83 of document EBI7/69. The Sub-Committee had also endorsed inter-regional 

programmes and supplementary programmes to be implemented if funds became available. 

Part IV of the report contained the resolutions adopted by the Sub-Committee. 

He drew particular attention to resolutions 5，7, 12, 15, Ik, 15, 1J, 19 and 20. 

Resolution 12 was of special significance as it recommended the use of the Arabic 

language as a third official and working language for Sub-Committee A, commencing 

not later than 1957. 



EB17/fen/l2 R
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The CHAIRMAN said the report under consideration (document EB17/22) gave a 

well-balanced public health programme for the Region and made some points of 

interest to all members. He called for comments on the report. 

Dr TAHER said he had read the report with particular care and had noted that 

many Members had expressed the desire that Arabic should be adopted as an official 

and working language in the Regional Committee. That appeared a justifiable wish 

and deserved special consideration by WHO. English and French were not sufficiently 

well-known to members of the health administrations of some of the countries in 

the Region and most paramedical personnel were quite unacquainted with those 

languages, It was therefore desirable to adopt Arabic in order to ensure better 

and more extensive co-operation. Its adoption would moreover be a gesture of 

courtesy towards the countries in the Region, 

He mentioned that he himself had taken part in the travelling public health 

seminar referred to by Dr Shousha, which had been the first held in the Region, 

The exchange of views resulting from it had been extremely valuable to the health 

administrations of all countries in the area. He wished to express his appreciation 

and gratitude to the Regional Director and hoped that the latter would continue the 

organization of such seminars, 

/ 

Dr SUAREZ viished to stress the splendid work achieved by the Regional Committee 

for the Eastern Mediterranean and the value of the work carried out by WHO through 

all its regional committees
# 

Mr BOTHA said that while he had some hesitation in taking part in a discussion 

on the use of different languages in regional committees, he would like more 



infor-aation on the implications of the use of Arabic • He thought the regional 

committees in other areas such as the Western Pacific and South-East Asia might 

find themselves in similar circumstances and might be induced, by the example of 

the Eastern Mediterranean Region, to request the use of additional languages themselves. 

The Organization should therefore bear in mind the possibility of additional financial 

implications. The amount involved for the use of Arabic was small in comparison 

with the Or ̂ .nization
1

 s budget^ but on the other hand it could be used to provide 

several fellowships which -would be of undoubted value• 

He apologized for his lack of knowledge of the area under discussion and asked 

for further clarification of the real need for the use of Arabic in the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region. 

Dr J AFAR said the question of the use of languages in international organizations 

was highly complicated and before accepting or rejecting a language it was nece^saiy 

to consider previous decisions taken on the subject. He himself did not quite 

understand hoy it had come about that some languages spoken in comparatively small 

countries had spread widely and must new be used by other countries which had no 

real connexion "with the language• The Eastern Mediterranean Region was an area 

whefe one language was used by many different countries. Consequently
3
 if the 

Organization really "wished its decisions and advice to be communicated to the people 

in general and not only to a few administrators
9
 it "was essential to use Arabic, 

since there was a vast number of people in the area who did not understand either 

English or French• Moreover, the financial sum involved was comparatively small• 

He therefore strongly supported the proposal for the adoption of Arabic• . 



Dr SIRI said Dr J afar had already stated many of the points he had been about 

to make. He warmly supported the recommend at ion for the use of Arabic • 

That very request^ however/ led one to realize how difficult it was to maintain 

a stable budget. It vas essential for WHO to maintain highly flexible possibilities 

of action and to mould itself to the requireiments of the regions with which it was 

dealing, 

Arabic being one of the predominant languages of the Eastern Mediterranean, it 

was absolutely essential that it should, be adopted. 

Dr TAHER said he knew of one ministry in the Region which had about 2000 

errployees^ of whom only four or five could understand English or French
#
 The need 

£or the use of Arabic in the Regional Committee would be obvious from those figures • 

Professor PARISOT had no particular comment to make on the Regional Director's 

statement^ although he had been very interested, in the progressive development of 

the Regional Committee
1

 s activities both in the field and. in teaching methods• He 

of Arabic^ for which he . 

had been given *with 

such explanations were 

support the proposal. 

expressed appreciation of the Regional Committee
r

s work. 

He was in favour of Dr Taher's proposal for the use 

thought there was fairily general support, 

Mr Й0ГНА thanked members for the explanations "which 

regard to the need for the use of Arabic• He felt that 

necessary before the Board took action, and he would now 



Mr CALDEKWOÜD eaid the question of the \í»e of Arabic ip the Eastern 

Mediterranean Regional Committee had been raised in the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance and the latter had reserved its opinion until the subject 

had been discussed by the Executive Board, 

He believed that in four of the six regional committees, three languages were 

used but ónly two were working languages • In the fifth regional committee there 

was no demand for more than two languages, and. in the sixth, the Eastern 

Mediterranean Regional Committee, there appeared to be a need and demand for the 

use of a third language• He thought the Health Assembly should give serious 

consideration tó that request. The Assembly would naturally require information 

on practical questions, both administrative and financial. Some question had been 

raised as to the availability of interpreters and translators for Arabic • He took 

it that the Standing Committee on administration and Finance would' examine the 
< 

financial aspects of the problem^ and the Director-General might be asked to report 

on other practical considerations to the Health Assembly. 

He was certainly in favour of the request for the use of Arabic but felt that 

further information was required before taking a decision. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that if the Executive Board wished to support 

Sub-Committee A
f

s proposal for the use of Arabic^ some studies should be made as 

Mr Calderwood suggested. The final decision would be taken by the Health Assembly 

on financial grounds, and the point mentioned, th^t some limitations should be 



EB17/Miu/l2 Eev.l 

introduced
}
 was important. He thought the Board might support the proposal in. 

principle and ask the^Director-General to submit further information on it to the 

Health Assembly, 

In answer to a question from Mr CALDEEWOOD； he said that the financial aspects 

of the question would be referred to the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance for consideration, 

Dr JAFAE said the Director-General
1

s proposal was sound and it would be very 

helpful if a study of the subject was presented to the Health Assembly. 

(For adoption of resolution on the report of Sub-Committee k， see p. 280.) 

The СНАЗШАИ said that Mr Kahany, Permanent Eepresentative of Israel to th© 

United Nations in Geneva, had been unable to attend earlier owing to indisposition 

but wished to make a statement on the agenda item which had just been considered. 

He drew attention to Rule bd of the Eules of Procedure of the Executive Board
д 

which said: 

"When a proposal has been adopted or rejected it may not be reconsidered at 

the same session of the Board
}
 unless the Board

;
 by a two-thirds majority of 

the Members present and voting, so decides.
ri 

He asked whether under that Rule of Procedure the Board would agree to reopen 

discussion of the item so that Mr Kahany might make a statement. 

There being no opposition to th© reopening of the discussion^ he invited 

Mr Kahany to speak.
 e 

1

 Bule ho of the ourrent Rules of Procedure, as reproduced in Off> Bec^ Wia 
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Mr KAHANY, representative of the Government of Israel, apologized for having 

been unable to attend the beginning of the meeting owing to a slight indisposition 

and thanked the Board for giving him an opportunity of stating his Government
1

 s 

position concerning item 6.5 of the agenda. The Israel Government regretted that 

it had been necessary for several years
9
 at ©very session of the Executive Board 

and of the Health Assembly, to revert to that question and that none of the many 

resolutions adopted should have succeeded in providing the solution which the great 

majority of WHO Members desired. In spit© of its doubts concerning the wisdom of 

resolution WHA6.U7, which provided for a temporary subdivision of the Regional 

Committee into two sub-committees, the Israel Government had given a proof of its 

goodwill and accepted both suggestions made by the Director-General concerning that 

matter in his letter to the Member States and Associate Member of the Eastern 

Mediterranean Begion, dated 17 June 1955, The answer to that letter could be found 

in the letter dated 12 July 1955 from the Director-General of the Israeli Ministry 

of Health to the Director-General of WHO (document EBI7/23 Add.l,
1

 section 7)- Events 

had； however^ shown .that Israel was practically the only country willing to abide by 

the spirit and the letter of resolution WHA8„ 23^ and that the majority of Member 

States in the Eegion had not considered that the resolution should be taken seriously. 

Moreover^ the Israel Government noted with regret that the WHO Secretariat； 

which had been requested to continue its efforts to promote conciliation; had been 

content with recording the answers to the Director-General
1

 s letter and, in the 

letter dated 15 August 1955^ had merely invited the Israel Government to accept a 

situation which it already regarded as unacceptable in 195紅，and which had precisely 

1

 Eepróduced in Annex J to Off• Bee, Wld Hlth Org, 68 
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been the reason for the adoption of resolution WHA8.23 by the Health Assembly» In 

those circumstances the Israel Government coulâ only deplore once moró the lack of 

goodwill shown by a number of Member States in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, 

which continued to prevent the. Begional Committee from functioning in a normal 

manner and which no effort on the part of Israel had yet been able to overcome» 

The Israel Government also considered that the WHO Secretariat itself did not appear 

to have attached sufficient importance to the word "efforts'、used in paragraph 3 

of resolution WHA8,25，and it hoped that, in the future, it would continue its 

efforts in a more determined manner, in order to reach more satisfactory results. 

The present situation was far from promoting in the countries concerned the respect 

for the principles of international co-operation laid down by the founders of the 

United Nations specialized agencies. The Israel Government would, for its part, 

spare no efforts to ensure that those principles vere fully applied^ and it vould 

not relinquish the place which would enable it to contribute to the solution of 

public health problems in the Eastern Mediterranean Eegion. 

Dr JAFAE reminded the Chairman that^ from the procedural point of view, after 

discussion on the item had been reopened, the Board must reaffirm its previous 

decision on it. 

Decision： The Executive Board reaffirmed the resolution it had adopted on 
the implementation of resolution WHA.7.33 (see p. 26k). 

The meeting rose at a，nu 
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BASTEEN MEDITEREAMEAN: REPORT ON THE IMPIEMENTATÍOM OP RESOLOTIOJí 脆 7 . 5 3 , 
INCLUDING THE EEPOET OF SUB-COMMITTEE

 ,f

A
n

 ； Item 6.5 of the Agenda ^ 
(Official Records No. 55, Eesolution WHA.7.33； Official Records No. 63, 
Eesolution WHA8

#
23; Documents ЕВГ7/22, EBlî/23^ EB17/23 Add.l) ° 

The DIKECTOE-GENEEAL said that in document EBI7/23 he had presented a report on 

the implementation of resolution ¥ I I A 了 A s could be seen on pages 1 and 2 of the 

document^ the result of the correspondence on the subject and the suggestions made bj 

the Director-General had been a meeting of Sub-Committee A in Beirut from 2了 to 

ЗО September 1955* No meeting of Sub-Committee В had taken place • He believed the 

information in the doctmient gave a clear summary of the action taken and in conjunction 

•with document ЕВГ7/25 Aâd.l provided the Boar<3 with all necessary information on the 

subject. 

He drev attention to the relevant resolutions adopted on the subject^ which were: 

ЕВ9«Й19я^НА5Л5, EBll.EÔ^ WHA6•紅7， WHA7.33, EB15.B29, and WHA8.23. Of those, 

the most important vere resolutions WHA.7.33 Q-nd WHA8.23
# 

There being no comment s ̂  the CHAIEMAIi read the following draft of a proposed 

resolution on the subject: 

The Executive Board 

1. NOTES the report of the Director-General on the implementation of 

resolution WHA7
#
53 of the Seventh World Health Assembly; 

2 . TRANSMITS this report to the Ninth World Health Assembly for such 

action as it may deem advisable. 

Decision: The proposed resolution was aâopteà. 



Dr SHOUSHA, Begional Director, Eastern Mediterranean Region, said he would like, 

before introducing the report of Sub-Committee k, to make a short statement on 

activities in the Eastern Mediterranean Region in 1955. That vear had been an active 

one and a number of long-term projects of fundamental importance had been put into 

operation. The most important were the regional nursing college, the travelling 

seminar for senior public health administrators, the course for junior sanitarians 

and the meat hygiene seminar. He also oentioned the appointment of a visiting 

professor in sanitary engineering at the University of Alexandria. 

The grant of additional Technical Assistance funds in May 1955 had to some extent 

mitigated the effects of the previous cut. On 30 November 1955 there had been 79 

field projects in operation, the highest number in the history of the Region, It was 

difficult to utilize funds which had only been made available in May, since both 

recruitment of staff and procurement of supplies usually required at least six months, 

but the additional funds had been of considerable use for preliminary surveys for 

1956 projects. 

The travelling public health seminar which he had mentioned was quite different 

In nature from static seminars. Members had visitefl Egypt and the Sudan and had 

studied the problems facing those oeuntries and the methods being adopted to meet them. 

In the case of Egypt, they had studied the community development programme and visited 

the demonstration area, which vas a joint Government /WHO project, and had also 

considered the problem of training auxiliary personnel. In the Sudan they had inspected 

the Gezira project. The programme had been highly successful and it was planned to 

follow it up by visits to Iraq and Iran in two years‘ time. 



The meat hygiene seminar had been attended by 39 participants from the Region 

and a recommendation had been made that similar seminars should be organized in 

future for other food products, particularly milk. Planning meetings had also 

been held for seminars to be held the following year on sanitary engineering and 

on the organization and development of maternal and child health services. 

He referred to the increasing interest in the development of nursing, which 

had been the subject for technical discussion at the Regional Committee meeting* 

Four countries had included nurses as advisers at the meeting and the discussion 

had shown evidence of careful consultation with representatives of the nursing 

profession. 

Finally, there was increasing awareness of the necessity of improving 

general public health administration. More emphasis was being placed on long-term 

planning and a number of countries were experimenting with a view to the develop-

ment of a more or less decentralized provincial health service, aided by the 

example of the Calioub demonstration area. The Calioub demonstration area was 

now a firmly established project. A. rural community unit had been in operation 

for six months
9
 providing services for agricultural workers，including nutrition, 

education, health and social welfare, from one centre. The Organization vas 

concerned with the development of the health component. Prior to its opening 

staff had been intensively trained for work in the centre and careful studies were 

being made concerning the services to be rendered by such a centre
}
 the optimum 

population to be served, the staff required and theit training and the operating 

costs. Calioub now offered training facilities in rural health practices to a 

variety of health workers. 



It had been possible during the year to strengthen the technical staff at 

the Regional Office. 

Introducing the report of Sub-Committee A (document EB17/22) he said the Sub« 

Committee had met in September 1955, with 14 participants. The report consisted 

of four parts. The first dealt with the annual report of the Regional Director. 

Two main points had emerged from disoussion of that part: the first was that more 

stress should be given to broad environmental sanitation programmes and services 

for the health education of the pubiic' and the second that the need for the develop-

ment of school health services should be stressed. Interest had also been expressed 

..• ‘ ‘ ‘ •. 

in the peaceful uses of atomic energy, Iii connexion with Part II there had been a 

special discussion on environmental sanitation» Emphasis had been laid on the 

necessity of developing sanitation at all levels, the necessity of giving the people 

a personal interest in sanitation programmes and the need for more trained personnel. 

In a subsequent resolution the Sub-Committee had endorsed the four principal steps 

essential to the success of a sanitation programme and had recommended that 

governments give due prominence to sanitation projects when formulating requests 

for international assistance. It should also be noted that the representative of 

Iran had requested the Regional Director to arrange for a training course for water 

plant technicians. 

The second question which had been discussed in detail was the malaria 

eradication programme. The eminent malariologist, Dr Paul Russell, had attended 

the disoussion and, on the basis of his visit to Lebanon/ Syria, Iraq and Iran, 

had stated'his firm conviction that it was possible to plan for total eradication 
of malaria over a five-year period. It was agreed that the problem must be approached 



not only as an inter-country but also as an inter-regional project and a combined 

conference on the subject would be held at Athens in June with representative of 

the European region. During the discussion the UNICEF representative had confirmed 

the Fund
1

 s great interest in soundly planned malaria eradication programmes. It 

was considered that in addition to the four countries mentioned eradication was also 

technically possible in Jordan and Israel within a similar period. One country in 

the region, Cyprus, had already succeeded in eradicating malaria. He was glad to 

inform the Board that the Syrian Government, UNICEF and WHO had now concurred on 

the text of the draft agreement for a five-year eradication programme in which t々 e 

• \ 
Government pledged itself to ensure that funds were available throughout the period, 

and similar discussions were under way with the Government of Iraq. It was con-

sidered that further surveys and exploratory work were necessary in the African 

territories of the Region and the countries of the Arabian peninsula before 

eradication programmes could be planned. 

With regard to Part III, the Sub-Committee had considered the proposed budget 

for 1957, In that connexion he referred members to his statement reported on 

pages 79-83 of document EBI7/69. The Sub一Committee had also endorsed inter-regional 

programmes and supplementary programmes to be implemented if funds became available. 

Part IV of the report contained the resolutions adopted by the Sub-Committee. 

He drew particular attention to resolutions 5, 7, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19 and 20. 

Resolution 12 was of special significance as it recommended the use of the Arabic 

language as a third official and working language for Sub-Committee A, commencing 

not later than 1957. 



The CHAIRMAN said the report under consideration (document EB17/22) gave a 

well-balanced public health programme for the Region and made some points of 

interest to all members. He called for comments on the report, 

Dr TAHER said he had read the report with particular care and had noted that 

many Members had expressed the desire that Arabic should be adopted as an official 

and working language in the Regional Committee, That appeared a justifiable wish 

and deserved special consideration by WHO. English and French were not sufficiently 

we 11-known to members of the health administrations of some of the countries in 

the Region and most paramedical personnel were quite unacquainted with those 

languages. It was therefore desirable to adopt Arabic in order to ensure better 

and more extensive co-operation. Its adoption would moreover be a gesture of 

courtesy towards the countries in the Region, 

He mentioned that he himself h^d taken part in the travelling public health 

seminar referred to by Dr Shousha, which had been the first held in the Region, 

The exchange of views resulting from it had been extremely valuable to the health 

administrations of all countries in the area* He wished to express his appreciation 

and gratitude to the Regional Director and hoped that the latter would continue the 

organization o'f such seminars. 

Dr SUAREZ v/ished to stress the splendid work achieved by the Regional Committee 

for the Eastern Mediterranean and the value of the work carried out by WHO through 

all its regional committees. 
. ‘ f 

Mr BOTHA said that while he had some hesitation in taking part in a discussion 

on the use of different languages in regional committees, he would like more 



information on the implications of the use of Arabic. He thought the regional 

committees in other areas such as the Western Pacific and South-East Asia might 

find themselves in similar circumstances and might be induced，by the example of 

the Eastern Mediterranean Region, to request the use of additional languages 

themselves. The Organization should therefore bear in mind the possibility of 

additional financial implications. The amount involved for the use of Arabic was 

comparatively small in comparison with the Organization
f

 s budget but on the other 

hand it could be used to provide several scholarships which would be of undoubted 

value• 

He apologized for his lack of knowledge of the area under discussion and asked 

for further clarification of the real need for the use of Arabic in the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region. 

Dr JAPAR said the question of the use of languages in international organizations 

was highly complicated and before accepting or rejecting a language it was necessary 

to consider previous decisions taken on the subject. He himself did not quite 

understand how it had come about that some languages spoken in comparatively small 

countries had spread widely and must now be used by other countries which had no 

real connexion with the language. The Eastern Mediterranean Region was an area 

where one language was used by many different countries. Consequently, if the 

Organization really v/ished its decisions and advice to be communicated to the people 

in general and not only to a few administrators
3
 it was essential to use Arabic, 

since there was a vast number of people in the area who did not understand either 

English or French. Moreover, the financial sum involved was comparatively small. 

He therefore strongly supported the proposal for the adoption of Arabic. 



Dr SIRI said Dr Jafar had already stated many of the points he had been about 

to make. He warmly supported the recommendation for the use of Arabic. 

That very request however led one to realize how difficult it was to maintain 

a stable budget. It was essential for WHO to maintain highly flexible possibilities 

of action and to mould itself to the requirements of the regions with which it was 

dealing, 

Arabic being one of the predominant languages of the Eastern Mediterranean> it 

was absolutely essential that it should be adopted. 

Dr TAHER said he knew of one ministry in the Region which had about 2000 

employees, only four or five could understand English or French. The need for the 

use of Arabic in the Regional Committee would be obvious from those figures, 

Professor PARISОТ had no particular comment to make on the Regional Directoras 

statement, although he had been very interested in the progressive development of 

the Regional Committee^ activities both in the field and in teaching methods. He 

expressed appreciation of the Regional Committee^ work. 

He was in favour of Dr Taher's proposal for the use of Arabic, for which he 

thought there was fairly general support, 

Mr BOTHA thanked members for the explanations which had been given with 

regard to the need for the use of Arabic. He felt that such explanations were 

necessary before the Board took action, and he would now support the proposal. 



Mr CALDERWOOD^ adviser to Dr Brady^ said the question of the use of Arabic in 

the Eastern Madit-orranean Regional Committee had been raised in the Standing 

Committee on Administration and Finance and the latter had reserved its opinion 

until the subject had been discussed by the Executive Board, 

He believed that in four of the six regional coroiittees^ three languages were 

used officially but there were only two working languages. In the fifth regional 

committee there was no demand for more than two languages and in the sixth, the 

Eastern Mediterranean Regional Coinmittee^ there appeared to be a need and demand 

for the use of a third language. He thought the Health Assembly should give 

serious consideration to that request. The Assembly would naturally require 

information on practical questions, both administrative and financial. Some question 

had been raised as to the availability of interpreters and translators for Arabic• 

He took it that the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance would exaniine 

the financial aspects of the problem, and the Director-General might be asked to 

report on other practical considerations to the Health Assembly, 

He was certainly in favour of“ the request for the use of Arabic but felt that 

,further information was required before taking a decision,, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that if the Executive Board wished to support 

Sub-Committee A
f

s proposal for the use of Arabic, some studies should be made as 

Mr Calderwood suggested* The final decision would be taken by the Health Assembly 

on financial grounds^ and the point mentioned^ that some limitations should be 
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introduced^ was important. He thought the 'Board might support the proposal in 

principle and ask the Director-General to submit further information on it to the 

Health Assembly, 

In answer to a question from Mr Calderwood, he said that the financial aspects 

of the question would be referred to the Standing Gommittee on Administration and 

Finance for consideratioru 

Dr J AFAR said the Director-General
1

 s proposal was sound and it would be very 

helpful if a study of the subject was presented to the Health Assembly, 

The СНА.Ш̂ШГ proposed the text of the following draft resolution for adoption 

by the Board: 

The Executive Board 

1. N0T3S the report of Sub-Committee "A" of the fifth session of the 

Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean j 

2
#
 SUPPORTS in principle the suggestion concerning the use of the Arabic 

language as third language in the Regional Goipmittee for the Eastern 

Mediterranean^ subject to budgetary possibilities and the decision of the 

Health Assembly - and 

3. REQUESTS the Director-General to submit a report on this matter to the 

Ninth World Health Assembly. 

Decision- The proposed draft resolution was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN said that îlr Kahany^ Permanent Representative of Israel to the 

United Nations in Geneva^ had been unable to attend earlier owing to indispostion 

but wished to make a statement on the agenda item which had just been considered. 



He drew attention to Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board， 

which said: 

"When a proposal has been adopted or rejected it may not be reconsidered at the 

same session of the Board, unless the Board, by a two-thirds majority of the 

Members present and voting^ so decides.
11 

He asked whether under that Rule of Procedure the Board would agree to reopen 

discussion of the item so that Mr Kahariy might make a statem^t. 

There being no opposition to the reopening of the discussion, he invited 

Mr Kahany to speak, 

Mr KAHANY, representative of the Government of Israel, apologized for having 

been unable to attend the beginning of the meeting owing to a slight indisposition 

and thanked the Board for giving him an opportunity of stating his Government's 

position concerning itom 6, 5 of the agenda. The Israel Government regretted that 

it had been necessary for several years, at every session of the Executive Board and 

of the Health Assembly^ to revert to that question and that none of the many-

resolutions adopted should have succeeded in providing the solution which the great 

majority of WHO Members desired. In spite of its doubts concerning the wisdom of 

resolution WHA.6.47^ ^iiich provided for a temporary subdivision of the Regional 

Committee into two sub-committees, the Israel Government had given a proof of its 

goodwill and accepted both suggestions made by the Director-Gcmeral concerning that 

matter in his letter to the Member States and Associate Member of the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region, dated 17 June 1955, The answer to that letter could be found 

in the letter dated 12 July 1955 from the Director-General of the Israeli Ministry of 



Health to the Director-General of WHO (EB17/23 Add,l, paragraph 7), Events had, 

however, shown that Israel was practically the only country willing to abide by the 

spirit and the letter of resolution WHA8.23, and that the majority of Member States 

in the Ragion had not considered that the resolution should be taken seriously. 

Moreover, the Israel Government noted with regret that the WHO Secretariat, 

which had been requested to continuo its efforts to promote conciliation, had been 

content with recording the answers to the Diroctor-General
1

 s letter and, in the 

letter dated 15 August 1955, had merely invited the Israel Government to accept a 

situation, which it already regarded as unacceptable in 1954, and which had procisly 

been the reason for the adoption of resolution VJHA.8.23 by the Health Assembly. In 

thoso circumstances the Israel Government could only deplore once more the lack of 

goodwill shown by a number of Member States in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, 

which continued to prevent the Regional Committee from functioning in a normal 

manner and which no effort on the part of the Board had yet been able to overcome. 

The Israel Government also considered that the ¥HC Secretariat itself did not appear 

to have attached sufficient importance to the word
 11

 efforts", used in paragraph 3 

of resolution WH/i.8,23, and it hoped that, in the future, it would continuo its 

efforts in a more determined manner, in order to reach more satisfactory results. 

The present situation was far from promoting in the countries concerned thé respect 

for the principles of international co-opcration laid down by the founders of the 

United Nations specialized agencies. The Israel Governmont would, for its part, 

spare no efforts to ensure that those principles were fully applied, and it would 

not relinquish the placo which would enable it to contribute to the solution of 

public health problems in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, 



Dr J AFAR reminded the Chairman that, from the procedural point of view, after 

discussion on the item had been reopened, the Board must reaffirm its previous 

decision on it
#
 “ 

Decision; The Executive Board reaffirmed the resolution it had adopted on 
the implementation of resolution WHA.7-33. 

The meeting rose at 10,55 a^m, 


